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a b s t r a c t

It is reported a numerical computation of the local density of states for a d-doped like QW
superlattices of AlxGa1�xAs, as a possible heterostructure that, being integrated into a solar
cell device design, can provide an intermediate band of allowed states to assist the ab-
sorption of photons with lower energies than that of the energy gap of the solar-cell
constituent materials. This work was performed using the nearest neighbors sp3s� tight-
binding model including spin. The confining potential caused by the ionized donor im-
purities in d-doped impurities seeding that was obtained analytically within the lines of
the Thomas-Fermi approximation was reproduced here by the Al concentration x variation.
This potential is considered as an external perturbation in the tight-binding methodology
and it is included in the diagonal terms of the tight-binding Hamiltonian. Special attention
is paid to the width of the intermediate band caused by the change in the considered
aluminium concentration x, the inter-well distance between d-doped like QW wells and
the number of them in the superlattice. In general we can conclude that this kind of
superlattices can be suitable for intermediate band formation for possible intermediate-
band solar cell design.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The intermediate-band solar cell (IBSC) has been proposed originally by A. Luque and A. Martí [1] as a system whose
reported theoretical conversion efficiency can exceed the Shockley and Queisser model (SQM) limiting value of 40.7% [2] for
p-n junction solar cells. In fact A. Luque and A. Martí reported a theoretical efficiency of about 60.3% when the intermediate
band mechanism is considered, this can explain why the pursuit of an efficient mechanism for the intermediate band for-
mation is on the table [3e8]. This mechanism consists in the existence of an accessible intermediate energy band that splits
the otherwise conventional semiconductor bandgap into two, that enable the absorption of photons with lesser energy than
that of the energy gap. On these devices a photocurrent is produced when the solar cell is illuminated with below band-gap
rtínez-Orozco).
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energy photons. In this paper we present a semi-empirical numerical computation to show that the two main principles of
operation required by the IBSC are fulfilled, meaning that the exciton between the valence and the conduction band is present
and that the absorption of photons from the valence band to the intermediate band and absorption of them from the in-
termediate band to the conduction one could also be present through the intermediate band, this is the named two-step
photon absorption mechanism. From the approach of an intermediate-band (IB) generated by a d-doped like quantum
well superlattice (QWSLs), of whichwe provide a geometry and number of wells appropriated for a possible solar-cell feasible
design by epitaxial growth method.

In 2006 A. Martí et al. experimentally demonstrated that the two-step photon absorption mechanism is possible, in fact
they measured the photon absorption from the valence band to the IB and from this last one to the conduction band on a
quantum dot solar cell [9]. Recently, there has been also important efforts from several authors in order to explain in great
detail this mechanism as well as its progress and perspectives [10e12]. In particular, this mechanism is being widely
investigated in quantum dots for its theoretical predicted solar photon conversion up to about 66% [13]. There has been
theoretical studies for the intermediate band formation for GaAs/AlxGa1�xAs multi-shell quantum dots as a function of size
distributions [14] and its intra-miniband absorption coefficient [15], optical properties of CdSe/ZnS core/shell quantum dots
layers analyzing its application to photovoltaic solar cells [16], and modeling of the interminiband absorption coefficient in
InGaN cuboid shape quantum dot superlattices [17], among others studies [18e23].

On the other hand, the d-doping profile is probably an important system to produce an IBSC device, this single atomic-layer
high-impurity seeding of doping impurities is possible due to the molecular beam epitaxy [24] and the first d-doped
superlattice in III-V semiconductors, with Be as p-type and Si as n-type d-doping, was carried out by K. Ploog [25], but in fact
the very early superlattice was established by L. Esaki and R. Tsu [26]. Recently, with the reached control on this growth
technique, in different semiconductor materials, the Nitrogen d-doped AlGaAs superlattices has been recently studied
experimentally by several authors for IBSC applications [27e37], among other studies it has been included photo-
luminescence measurements [30,34], and photoreflectance [35], some authors proposed the improving of the efficiency in
intermediate band solar cells by the overlapping absorptions [36] especially for intermediate bands that are near the middle
of the bandgap. In fact, T. Suzuki et al. [37] fabricated a GaAs:N d-doped QW superlattices by molecular beam epitaxy and
demonstrated that the two-step photon absorption process for an IB Solar Cell was possible but under additional infrared
illumination at room temperature, as already was demonstrated by Martí et al. in the case of quantum dot solar cell [9], the
advantage of d-doped QW superlattice could be that, in principle, it is easier to growth than quantum dot solar cell. From the
theoretical point of view, there has been also some papers that analyzes the miniband formation in n-type d-doped GaAs
finite superlattice [38] and miniband formation in parabolic GaAs/AlxGa1�xAs superlattices [39] under the semi-empirical
tight-binding approximation. In this line, the tight-binding approach demonstrated to be suitable to investigate also some
three dimensional band structures for III-V layer compounds as GaSe and InSe [40]. So, in the present paper we analyze the
intermediate band formation in a d-doped like QW GaAs/AlxGa1�xAs superlattices for solar cell design within the nearest
neighbors sp3s� tight-binding model including spin. This potential is considered as an external perturbation in the tight-
binding methodology, and it is added to the diagonal terms of the tight-binding Hamiltonian. Detailed information of the
miniband structure formation as a function of the aluminium concentration and the space layer is given.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we present the theoretical model and the system description. In
Section 3 the corresponding results and discussions. Finally, in Section 4 we present the main findings and conclusions of our
study.
2. Theoretical model

In this paper we implemented a semi-empirical tight-binding method by considering first nearest neighbors with a spin
dependent sp3s� basis, using the Green function formalism and the Surface Green FunctionMatched (SGFM)method, in order
to compute the Local Density of States (LDOS) for an external potential along the (001) direction. This computation is per-
formed adding the discretized external potential in each layer of the diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix. This
method originally was used to consider static externally applied electric and magnetic fields and generalized later by M. Graf
and P. Vogl to time dependent electromagnetic fields [41], the advantage of this methodology is that there is not necessary any
extra adjustable tight-binding system parameters. In the case of a single d-doped like quantum well S. Vlaev and L. M.
Gaggero-Sager [42] solved, by this method, the potential given by Ioratti's self consistent solution [43], reporting correct
results. In this paper we are interested in a d-doped like QW superlattice (SLs), depicted in Fig. 1, with the d-doped like QW
potential given by Ioratti's potential [43].

VQW ðzÞ ¼ � a2

ðajzj þ z0Þ4
(1)

being a ¼ 2=15p and z0 ¼ ða3=pN2DÞ1=5, with N2D that represents the two-dimensional impurities density that will generate
the band bending in the single d-doped QW. In fact in this work we model the d-doped like QW SLs via the aluminium
concentration xðzÞ, as a function of the system growth direction coordinate z. Here we must stress that we need to discretize
the continuous variable z with a new discrete variable n, that label the atomic layer in the growth direction, in order to



Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a d-doped like QW SL. The single d-doped quantumwell depth is determined by the aluminium concentration (x) while the d-
doped well width depends on the number of MLs that we are considering (represented by double ended-arrow line). The segmented-line stands for adjacent d-
doped like QW, while the solid line considers a spacer layer (Lb) characterized by flat potential regions.
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reconstruct the d-doped like QWpotential profile as a function of the aluminium concentration (x), as proposed in Ref. [42]. So
the corresponding expression for VSLðzÞ in the superlattice is constructed with a suitable combination of single d-doped like
QW potential functions (see Fig. 1) and it is incorporated to the diagonal terms of the tight-binding Hamiltonian,

TBiiðnÞ ¼ TBiið0Þ þ VðnÞ; (2)

where the potential VðnÞ is the superlattice potential VSLðzÞ written in the discrete coordinates n that label each atomic layer
in monolayers MLs, together with SGFM method at the center of the Brillouin zone for the ð001Þ growth direction. For the
parameters of the AlxGa1�xAs alloy, we use the virtual cristal approximation.
3. Results and discusion

In this paper we are studying the intermediate band formation in a GaAs/AlxGa1�xAs system as a function of the number of
d-doped like QW in the finite SLs located in the GaAs region, in this region the aluminium concentration determinate the
depth of the QW and the number of MLs of the well as well as the effect of the spacer layer determinate the QW width. In
particular, we consider the parameters used by T. Suzuki et al. [37] in order to compare our results and to discuss about of the
importance of the spacer layer in the intermediate band formation, T. Suzuki et al. reported a 20-period d-doped superlattice
within Al0.2Ga0.8As layers in both sides as carrier blocking layers. The tight-binding matrix parameters are the ones reported
by Boykin et al., that in fact correctly reproduce the effective masses of the constituent materials [44].

In Fig. 2 a) we present the density of states for GaAs (black solid-line), for the AlxGa1�xAswith x¼ 0.2 (red dashed-line) and
x¼ 0.3 (blue dash-dot-line), and finally the green line (light-green filled) stands for the density of states of a succession of 21
d-doped like QW, with an aluminium concentration of x¼ 0.1 that gives a QW depth of about 93.1meV, considering 20MLs
spacers (see Fig. 1 flat region). The computed values of the gaps, for T¼ 0, are 1993meV for x¼ 0.3, 1845meV for x¼ 0.2 and
1552meV for GaAs, that are in good agreement with previous computed results [45]. We find the formation of an inter-
mediate band, of width of 14meV, between the CB of the GaAs and the Al0.2Ga0.8 As band offset, with an energy E� of 85meV,
defined as the difference of the minibandminimum and the bottom of the GaAs CB, and an Eþ value of about 89meV, defined
as the difference on the Al0.2Ga0.8 As CB border and the maximum value on the miniband. In Fig. 2 b) we show, by restricting
the energy axis to the CB energy region, the DOS for arrays of 11, 21, 31 d-doped like QWwith 20MLs spacers, and find that the
intermediate band width is practically the same in the three cases and it is probably one of the most interesting results of this
study, which leads us to propose that 11 d-doped like QWs are enough to observe SLs behavior and avoid growth with more
QW wells which is complicated from the experimental point of view.

Once we know that the miniband can be produced by a d-doped like QW SLs, we wonder what it takes to move this
intermediate band between the CBs of the GaAs/Al0.2Ga0.8 As heterostructure for the possible design of an intermediate-band
solar-cell (IBSC) active region or how to vary the width of the miniband, so in Fig. 3 a) we studied the intermediate band for
the system as a function of the Al0.2Ga0.8 As spacer layer, characterized by the parameter Lb in MLs, fixing the d-doped like QW



Fig. 2. a) Density of states DOS for GaAs and AlxGa1�xAs for x¼ 0.2 and 0.3 as well as for a 21 d-doped like QW superlattice (intermediate band generation), the
computed band gaps are depicted for each aluminium concentration. In b) we restrict the energy axis to the conduction bands region and reported the DOS for 11,
21 and 31 d-doped-SL considering a 20MLs spacers with an aluminium concentration of x ¼ 0:1 for the d-doped like QWSLs in the GaAs region that induces the
miniband formation, of width of 14meV, the E� and Eþ are also depicted.

Fig. 3. a) Density of states for a 21 d-doped like QW SLs considering an aluminium concentration of x¼ 0.1 as we decrease the spacer layer width for Lb ¼ 20, 15
and 10MLs. And, b) as we increase the aluminium concentration for the d-doped like QW profile of the finite SLs for x¼ 0.1, 0.15 y 0.2 with (segmented-lines) and
without (continuous-line filled-area) spacer layer of Lb ¼ 10MLs.
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aluminium concentration to x¼ 0.1 and the whole well width to 40MLs, here we considered Lb ¼ 20, 15 and 10MLs and we
find that the FWHMare 7,10 and 15meV, respectively, that is an expected behavior becausewhen the spacer layer is narrower
the ground state wave function of each individual d-doped like QWoverlap more and the intermediate-band is wider (short-
dashed blue-line), that means that a narrower spacer layer gives a wider intermediate-band width. In Fig. 3 b) we compare
whether the spacer layer, of 10MLs on both sides of the d-doped like QWs, is considered or not as well as different d-doped
like QW aluminium concentration of x¼ 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2. In general, as the aluminium concentration increases, the
intermediate-band recedes further from the GaAs conduction band bottom as get close to the Al0.2Ga0.8 As CB border and,
when in the system the 10MLs spacer layer is considered, the intermediate-band is closest compared with the case of the SLs
without any spacer layer and the intermediate-band width is wider. So this represent an efficient way to manipulate the
intermediate-band width and relative position to design IBSCs with d-doped like QW SLs.

Finally, in Fig. 4 we present the density of states for a 21 d-doped like QW SLs surrounded by semi-infinite Al0.2Ga0.8 As
external barriers (carrier blocking layers), because in all the previous cases we did not consider this extra confinement
mechanism, that indeed is part of the solar cell design. In this casewe considered three different Al concentrations to generate
the d-doped like QW SLs: x¼ 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20. In the former case the difference, in concentration, from the external barrier
height to the top of the 21 d-doped like QW SLs (depicted in Fig. 1) is x¼ 0.10, in the second case is x¼ 0.5, and in the last case



Fig. 4. Density of states for a 21 d-doped like QW SLs surrounded by Al0.2Ga0.8As external barriers. Here we reported the valence and conduction band shift as a
function on the Al concentration of the d-doped like QW as we increasing the aluminium concentration for the d-doped like QW profile of the SLs for x¼ 0.10,
0.15 y 0.2.
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there is no difference in the aluminium concentration but still is active the confinement effect of barriers. Contrary to the
previous cases herewe also calculate the DOS considering the energy range of the valence band and for the case of x¼ 0.10 we
find an energy gap between the valence-conduction band intra-subband is of 1630meV and in general we can observe that as
we increase the Al concentration the BV-CB intra-subband energy gap increases. In this figure we also depicted the GaAs and
Al0.2Ga0.8 As DOS in order to see the relative position of the generated intermediate band in the system.

4. Conclusions

In summarywe reported a tight-binding computation for the electronic structure of d-doped QWSL considering 11, 21 and
31 d-doped like QWs and aluminium concentration of x¼ 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2, with external barrier of AlxGa1�xAs with the same
Al concentration, as well as the effect of spacer layer between d-doped like QW. In particular we find that for an array for 11 d-
doped like QW, and x¼ 0.1, we have a well defined CB intermediate band, so in principle it is not necessary to growth a SLs
with more than 11 d-doped like QW, because the computed local density of states is practically the same than for 21 and 31.
We also find that it is possible to manipulate the width of the intermediate band with the implementation of different spacer
layers widths (Lb), and if we increase the aluminium concentration, that determinate de d-doped like QW depth, the inter-
mediate band position can be also shifted. Finally we also implemented a semi-infinite Al0.2Ga0.8As external barriers (carrier
blocking layers) as an extra confinement mechanism and demonstrated that intra-subband energy gap from the VB inter-
mediate band to the CB intermediate band can be modified by changing the Al concentration for the d-doped like QW SL, this
particular result could be exploited to design a tandem solar cell, for instance, the top one with a 21 d-doped like QW and Al
concentration of x¼ 0.2 that has a direct energy gap of about 1800meV and then another onewith x¼ 0.15 that has an energy
gap of 1716meV and finally the one with x¼ 0.1 that has an even smaller energy gap, that is the principle of tandem solar
cells. Then we demonstrated that the d-doped like QW SLs potential profile could be an important mechanism to form the
intermediate band for its implementation in IBSC.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.spmi.2018.01.029.
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